Happy Easter!!
As I write this message I like many of you am saying goodbye to a cold, harsh, challenging
winter.
As the season of Lent continues leading us toward Easter (and hopefully some better
weather) we give thanks the Easter season always brings forth a sense of hope, growth and
new beginnings.
Larry Clifford
Director of Education
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The resurrection of our Lord Jesus on Easter Sunday represents God’s victory over death. As
followers of Christ we see in this a new beginning as we move forward in our own busy lives
with a rejuvenated strength – proclaiming the word of the Lord with family and friends.
On behalf of our senior staff team it is our wish that students, staff, parents, trustees and our
broader community continue to be blessed in our chosen vocations…and we pray the light of
our risen Lord will guide us on our journeys.
Good luck…God bless…and Happy Easter!

Message from the Board Chair
Despite the protests of many who feel that this winter is never going to end, it is obvious
to me that spring has already begun as my snow piles at home are now down to less
• St. Louis,
than half of what I once had, I have seen grass patches showing
through Kitchener
the snow (albeit
not very green), and I’ve seen my first robin of the season!
So…no matter how things may seem Spring is definitely on the way and with it the joy of
new life and the regeneration of the earth. Easter will be a special time this year as it will
be warm and pleasant and a time to celebrate.
Wayne Buchholtz
Chair of the Board

On behalf of all the Trustees, Joyce Anderson, Manuel da Silva, Janek Jagiellowicz,
Frank Johnson, Anthony Piscitelli, Wendy Price, Peter Reitmeier, Greg Reitzel and
our Student Trustees Alexandru Gheorghe and Carlos Valero, we hope the coming
Spring brings to each of you a sense of the joy of Easter and the promise of rebirth.
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Live to the Full!!
By Father Fred Scinto, C. R.
This time of year is a very good and powerful time of the year
because we now celebrate the most important religious feast of all,
Easter. Most of us have come to the point of taking Easter for
granted as another holiday, one on which families come together and
one that has the Easter Bunny (and all our favourite chocolate eggs)
as part of the festivities. But Easter is so much more!
We take a moment now, apart from all the constant noise and din, to
look at our lives today. Modern life is good but it is not easy. How
hard it is to face death, our own, but also especially the death of our
beloved ones and our close friends and co-workers and parishioners.
Death occurs all the time and all around us; it is always so
unexpected and jarring!
Consider illness and sickness. There was so much of this during our
long winter this year when most of us were sick for a time with
something like a bad cold, influenza, bronchitis or pneumonia. And
then there are the very serious illnesses like cancer, heart problems,
deep depression, and the post-traumatic stress disorders. Add to all
these messes the threat of war, so real at the present time. Look at
Syria and other parts of the Middle East; consider also the UkraineCrimea, the Korean Peninsula, East Africa, North Africa, and
elsewhere! Our own personal lives have conflict in them; consider
only one example, the bullying and attacks by which we assault each
other especially on the internet and places like Facebook.
We also are discovering quite clearly today through scientific social
professional analysis that for most of us the present speed of life and
change of today’s world is too much for us to absorb; we are not built
for such speed and it literally makes us sick in many ways.
Paradoxically, we are also discovering that, in spite of all our
communication technology, experts tells us isolation is an epidemic
among us. And many of us suffer from a lack of real love. On and
on it goes!
So how do we remain human and hopeful, excited and optimistic?
There is a Centre to our world and our lives and our history in spite
of all the above (and more). That Centre is the Resurrection of
Jesus Christ – the glorious event of Easter! Alleluia! Christ has
conquered all for the best through His glorious Resurrection which
He graciously shares with all of us who respond to Him. His
Resurrection makes shadows of all the above difficulties (and more).
So celebrate Easter and celebrate It properly by showing your
adherence to the Living Christ and His Resurrection (which is also
our resurrection). Happy and Blessed Easter to all!
Father Fred Scinto, C.R., of the Resurrection Centre for Lifelong
Learning, is the Spiritual Animator of the Waterloo Catholic District
School Board.

First Anniversary of Pope Francis!!
To mark the first anniversary of the election of Pope Francis, the
Vatican Internet Office (www.vatican.va/) has produced an online
book with photographs and phrases taken from his speeches over
the past 12 months. Available on the Vatican website in English,
French, German, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, the virtual
publication is entitled “Do we want to be holy? Yes or no?” - a
question Pope Francis posed to the crowds gathered for his
Angelus address in St Peter’s Square in February.
The 70 page booklet shows colour photos of the Pope with many
of his characteristic expressions and gestures, embracing pilgrims,
greeting crowds or interacting with young people. Each photo is
accompanied by a short quote taken from one of his homilies or
speeches over the past year since his election on the evening of
March 13, 2013.

Around the Region…

Below – students & staff at St. Agatha CES
joined many other WCDSB schools &
administrative sites rallying against bullying
during Pink Shirt Day on February 26.
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The choir
for the Catholic
Education Centre’s monthly Mass – once again
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In March St. Nicholas CES student Ryan
s
Jobby joined Waterloo Mayor Brenda
c
Halloran as “Mayor for the Day”.
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Onl February 13 in Hamilton every high school in the Diocese was
represented
at the annual Culture of Life Conference. This year’s focus
s
was ona adoption. Director of Education Larry Clifford joined the students
& staff from WCDSB’s five secondary schools for a group photo
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Currently six WCDSB working groups are forming strategies to bring the 21 Century Teaching & Learning Blueprint to life.
i
The strategies are aimed at creating key student outcomes in the following areas:
n
t. Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Students will be reflective, creative and holistic thinkers who can demonstrate
Creativity,
creativeAthinking, constructive knowledge, and develop innovative products and processes.
g
Communication
and Collaboration. Students use digital media and other learning environments to communicate and
a
becomet collaborative contributors– including at a distance, to support individual learning, and to contribute to the learning of
others.
h
a and Information Fluency. Students employ digital tools to gather, evaluate, and critically analyze large volumes of
Research

21 Century Teaching & Learning Blueprint

often conflicting information to make decisions, resulting in self-directed, responsible, life-long learners.
Critical Thinking and Problem-Solving. Students draw on critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage
projects, solve problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources.
Digital Citizenship and Stewardship. Students show understanding of human, cultural, and societal issues related to
technology and make ethical decisions as responsible citizens based on our Catholic social teachings when developing their
digital footprints.
Technology Operations and Concepts. Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems and
operations.

Building Our Future

In February the St.
Mary’s High School
“Olympic Cheer Team”
put on a gold-medal
performance with their
special Olympic torch
rally to support Canada’s
athletes in Sochi.
Creating the best possible learning
environment for our students is
always a top priority. Above…from
top to bottom: the NEW St Gabriel
CES and major additions at St.
Timothy CES, St. Aloysius CES
& St. Daniel CES.

